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Abstract Requirements are investigated in this paper for each descriptor form subsystem, with which
a causal/impulse free networked dynamic system (NDS) can be constructed. For this purpose, a matrix
rank-based necessary and sufficient condition is at first derived for the causality/impulse freeness of an NDS,
with the matrix depending affinely on subsystem connections. From this result, a necessary and sufficient
condition is derived on each subsystem for causal/impulse free NDS constructibility. This condition further
leads to a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a local static output feedback that guarantees
the construction of a causal/impulse free NDS. Remarkably, all the numerical computations involved in these
conditions are performed independently on each individual subsystem. Situations have also been clarified in
which NDS causality/impulse freeness is independent of subsystem connections. It has also been made clear
that local static output feedbacks may not be helpful in constructing a causal NDS.
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1

Introduction

In describing plant dynamics, descriptor systems, which are sometimes also called singular systems, have
been extensively recognized as a competitive model. Compared with the well adopted state space model,
a descriptor system is believed to be more efficient in keeping structural information of plant dynamics,
describing system evolutions with its natural variables, etc. These properties are quite important in
analyzing influences of a system parameter on its performances, as well as in understanding responses of
its natural variables to external stimulus, etc. [1–5]. Similar to the state space model, this model has also
been attracting extensive research attention for a long time, and has been frequently utilized in various
fields. Some examples include economy, engineering, and biology.
When a descriptor model is adopted in system analysis and synthesis, various particular issues arise.
Among them, an essential one is its causality when it is in a discrete time form, which requires that
system states and outputs do not depend on its future inputs. A closely related issue in a continuous
time descriptor model is the requirement that there do not exist impulse terms in the response of its
states and outputs to external stimulus [1, 3, 6]. Obviously, requirements on system future inputs are
in general not reasonable. Similarly, existence of impulse modes in a system is usually not greatly
appreciated also, as it may significantly deteriorate system performances, and even destroy a system.
To avoid occurrence of these undesirable phenomena, significant efforts have been devoted from many
researchers for a long time, and various results have been obtained, for example, [1, 3, 4, 7–9] and the
references therein. More specifically, some matrix rank-based necessary and sufficient conditions are
derived in [1, 8] for the causality of a discrete time descriptor system, as well as for the nonexistence of
impulse modes in a continuous time descriptor system, using the concept of restricted system equivalence.
On the basis of graph theory, some necessary conditions, as well as some sufficient conditions, are obtained
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in [3] for verifying generic causality of a discrete time descriptor system. With the help of the Kronecker
canonical form of a matrix pencil, some necessary and sufficient conditions are given in [7] for the causal
observability of a continuous time descriptor system, which are also based on matrix ranks. In [4], a
necessary and sufficient condition has been derived respectively for the existence of a derivative feedback
for the first subsystem guaranteeing impulse controllability/observability of the second subsystem in an
interconnected descriptor system consisting of two subsystems. A linear matrix inequality-based sufficient
condition is given in [9] for the causality of an interconnected system constituted from several uncertain
singular subsystems.
While one of the motivations for introducing a descriptor model is to investigate large scale interconnected systems [1–3, 6, 10], all the above conditions are based on a lumped model, which may not be
very suitable when the dimension of the system state vector is large, and/or the system is composed
from a large number of subsystems, noting that rank verification for a high dimensional matrix is usually
computationally very intensive and numerically quite sensitive [11–13]. On the other hand, to the best
of our knowledge, there are still no studies on the influences of subsystem connections and parameters
on the causality/impulse freeness of a large scale interconnected descriptor system, as well as on the
requirements about a subsystem from which a causal/impulse free system can be constructed.
To overcome these difficulties, the model of [14] for a networked dynamic system (NDS) is adopted in
this paper, which clearly distinguishes subsystem dynamics and subsystem interactions, and is therefore
more convenient for investigating their effects on the property of the whole NDS, including causality and
impulse freeness. On the basis of this model, a matrix rank-based necessary and sufficient condition is
established for the causality of an NDS composed of several discrete time descriptor subsystems, as well
as for the nonexistence of impulse modes in an NDS constituted from several continuous time descriptor
subsystems. In this condition, the associated matrix depends affinely on subsystem connections. A
prominent property of this condition is that all the involved numerical computations are performed
independently on each individual subsystem. This makes the condition efficient in reducing computation
costs and improving numerical stability, scalable for large scale NDS analysis and synthesis, as well as
helpful in subsystem parameter selections and NDS topology designs. From this condition, situations
have also become clear in which the causality/impulse mode freeness of an NDS is completely and
independently determined by its subsystem dynamics, which means that no matter how its subsystems
are connected, the NDS remains causal/free from impulse modes. In addition, a necessary and sufficient
condition on each subsystem has been derived from the aforementioned conclusion, which guarantees the
existence of subsystem connections that lead to a causal/impulse free NDS. Furthermore, situations have
also been clarified in which a static local output feedback exists that makes the associated subsystem
satisfy this condition. It has also been made clear that there exist some situations, under which static
local output feedbacks are not helpful in converting a non-causal NDS to a causal one.
The outline of the remaining of this paper is as follows. At first, in Section 2, a descriptor form like
model is given for subsystems of an NDS, together with some preliminary results. NDS causality is studied
in Section 3, together with its nonexistence of impulse modes. Section 4 investigates requirements on each
subsystem such that a causal/impulse free NDS can be constructed through subsystem interactions and
local static output feedbacks. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5 in which several further
issues are discussed. Finally, an appendix is included to give proofs of some technical results.
The following notation and symbols are adopted. Rm×n and Rn stand respectively for the set of m × n
dimensional real matrices and the n dimensional real Euclidean space. rank (·) represents the rank of
a matrix, null (·) denotes the (right) null space of a matrix, span (·) denotes the space spanned by the
columns of a matrix, while ·⊥ denotes the matrix whose columns form a base of the (right) null space
of a matrix. diag{Xi |L
i=1 } denotes a block diagonal matrix with its i-th diagonal block being Xi , while
col{Xi |L
}
denotes
the
vector/matrix stacked by Xi |L
i=1
i=1 with its i-th row block vector/matrix being
Xi . Im , 0m and 0m×n represent respectively the m dimensional identity matrix, the m dimensional zero
column vector and the m × n dimensional zero matrix. The subscript is usually omitted if it does not
lead to confusion. The superscript T is used to denote the transpose of a matrix/vector.

2

System description and some preliminaries

In various actual engineering/biological/economic problems, a plant is usually constituted from several
subsystems that may have distinctive dynamics. A plant with this characteristic is usually called an NDS,
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and a promising method to describe its dynamics is to represent the dynamics of its subsystems with
an ordinary model, divide their inputs/outputs into two different classes, which are respectively called
external and internal inputs/outputs. With these classifications, subsystem interactions are expressed
through transmitting an internal output of one subsystem to some other subsystems as one of their
internal inputs [10, 14, 15].
When subsystem dynamics are linear time invariant (LTI) and subsystem connections are time invariant, this approach has been adopted in [5,14,16,17] for investigating NDS regularity/controllability/observability, in which the dynamics of each subsystem is described respectively by a state space model and a
descriptor model. With this NDS model, some computationally attractive criteria have been developed
respectively for its regularity, controllability and observability. In this paper, this model is adopted once
again for studying NDS causality and nonexistence of impulse modes.
More specifically, for an NDS Σ constituted from N subsystems, the following model is utilized in this
paper to describe the dynamics of its i-th subsystem Σi :
 



E(i)δ(x(t, i))
Axx (i) Axv (i) Bx (i)
x(t, i)



 

 =  Azx (i) Azv (i) Bz (i)   v(t, i)  ,
(1)
z(t, i)

 


Cx (i) Cv (i) Du (i)
u(t, i)
y(t, i)

where i belongs to the set N that is defined as N = {1, 2, . . . , N }, δ(·) represents either a forward time
shift operation or the derivative of a function with respect to time. This implies that the above model
can be either of continuous time or of discrete time. Moreover, t denotes the temporal variable, x(t, i)
denotes its state vector, u(t, i) and y(t, i) denote respectively its external input and output vectors, while
v(t, i) and z(t, i) denote respectively its internal input and output vectors. An external input/output is
also an NDS input/output, while an internal input represents a signal received from another subsystem
and an internal output represents a signal sent to some other subsystems.
In
among subsystems of the NDS Σ, let v(t) and z(t) denote vectors
 order to express interactions

N
col v(t, i)|N
and
col
z(t,
i)|
,
respectively. Then subsystem interactions can be described by
i=1
i=1
v(t) = Φz(t),

(2)

where the matrix Φ is called a subsystem connection matrix (SCM) and assumed to be time invariant.
Different from the models adopted in [1,2,6,10,15], the aforementioned model distinguishes subsystem
interactions clearly from subsystem dynamics, which makes it possible to utilize structure information
in NDS analysis and synthesis [5, 14, 16, 17]. On the other hand, this NDS representation also leads
to a nonlinear dependence of the corresponding lumped system matrices on subsystem interactions,
which is given in the following equation (5), and brings some mathematical difficulties in studying its
causality/impulse freeness, regularity, controllability, etc.
Throughout this paper, the dimensions of the vectors x(t, i), z(t, i), v(t, i), u(t, i) and y(t, i) of the i-th
subsystem Σi with i ∈ N are denoted by n⋆ (i) with ⋆ = x, z, v, u and y. In addition, it is assumed that
the matrix E(i) has ne (i) rows. From these dimensions, the dimension becomes clear for each system
matrix in the i-th subsystem Σi . It is not required in this paper that ne (i) = nx (i) for each i ∈ N . That
is, the descriptor form subsystem of (1) is permitted to be rectangular.
It is worthwhile to mention that in addition to represent subsystem connections, the SCM Φ of (2) is
also able to include parameters of a subsystem in the NDS Σ, provided that the system matrices of that
subsystem depend on these parameters through a (generalized) linear fractional transformation. Details
can be found in [5, 14].
In system analysis and synthesis, a frequently adopted model is the following descriptor system:
Eδ(x(t)) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t),

(3)

where A ∈ Rm×n , B ∈ Rm×p , C ∈ Rq×n , D ∈ Rq×p and E ∈ Rm×n are some constant real matrices.
When the matrix E is not invertible, this model is sometimes also referred to as a singular system.
Compared with the so-called state space model, this model is widely believed to be more natural and
more convenient in expressing system constraints and keeping system structure information [1, 2, 6].
There are some specific concepts related to a descriptor system. The following definition briefly summarizes those required in this investigation.
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Definition 1. Assume that a descriptor system is described by (3).
• Its initial state x(0) and input u(t) are called admissible, if there exists at least one trajectory x(t)
satisfying this equation.
• This descriptor system is said to be regular, if m = n and the determinant of the matrix pencil
λE − A is not identically equal to zero.
• If for each admissible initial state x(0), every solution to (3) with u(t) ≡ 0 does not include any
impulse, then this descriptor system is called impulse (mode) free, provided that δ(·) represents the
derivative of a function with respect to time.
• Assume that δ(·) stands for the forward time shift operation. If at each time instant t, the state
vector x(t) of (3) is completely determined by its initial state x(0) and its former inputs u(t)|kt=0 , then
this descriptor system is called causal.
Regularity is an important concept for descriptor systems. When a descriptor system is not regular,
its outputs cannot be uniquely determined by its inputs and initial states, even if they are admissible.
Note that when the matrix E is of full column rank (FCR), the descriptor system of (3) can be easily
transformed into a state space model [1, 7], which makes its causality/impulse freeness analysis very
trivial, and is therefore not attractive in this study. Hence, it is assumed in the remaining of this paper
that the matrix E is not of FCR. Under such a situation, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
matrix E can always be written in the following form:
"
#
diag{σEi |ri=1 } 0r×(n−r)
E = UE
VET ,
0(m−r)×r 0(m−r)×(n−r)
where σE1 > σE2 > · · · > σEr > 0 and r is equal to the rank of the matrix E. Moreover, UE and VE are
respectively m × m and n × n dimensional orthogonal matrices. It is now well known that SVD can be
performed for every matrix and is numerically quite stable, and the numbers σE1 , σE2 , . . . , and σEr are
called singular values [11–13].
Partition the matrices UE and VE respectively as follows:
UE = [UE1 UE2 ] ,

VE = [VE1 VE2 ] ,

where UE1 ∈ Rm×r , UE2 ∈ Rm×(m−r) , VE1 ∈ Rn×r and VE2 ∈ Rn×(n−r) . Using these symbols, we have
the following results, which are well known about a descriptor system [1, 7, 8].
Lemma 1. Let a descriptor system be described by (3).
• Assume that m = n, the descriptor system of (3) is regular, and δ(·) represents the forward time
shift operation. If rank ([E B]) = m, then the associated descriptor system is causal, if and only if the
T
matrix UE2
AVE2 is of FCR.
• Let δ(·) represent the derivative of a function with respect to time. Then the associated descriptor
T
system is impulse free, if and only if m > n and the matrix UE2
AVE2 is of FCR.
This lemma reveals that the conditions for the nonexistence of impulse modes in a continuous time
descriptor system are actually part of the conditions for the causality of a discrete time descriptor system.
This makes it possible to investigate these two problems together.
As regularity verifications have been investigated in [14] for the NDS of (1) and (2), it is no longer
discussed in this paper. However, for a square descriptor system, straightforward algebraic manipulations
show that if the following Condition I is satisfied, then it is certainly regular. On the other hand, the
condition m > n can be simply verified. These mean that in NDS causality/impulse freeness verifications,
the remaining essential tasks are about the aforementioned two rank conditions. In order to have a concise
presentation, these two conditions are called respectively Conditions I and II in the remaining of this
paper. More specifically, we have the following:
T
• Condition I: the matrix UE2
AVE2 is of FCR.
• Condition II: rank ([E B]) = m.
The following results can be obtained straightforwardly from Lemma A.1 of [18].
Lemma 2. Let A and B be respectively an m × n and a p × n dimensional real matrices. Then there
exists an m × p dimensional real matrix X, such that the matrix A + XB is of FCR, if and only if m > n
and the matrix col{A, B} is of FCR.
The following lemma is derived in [5], which is of great help in the following investigations through
exploiting the block diagonal structure of the associated matrices.
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[j]

i=3,j=m
Lemma 3. Assume that Ai |i=3,j=m
i=1,j=1 and Bi |i=1,j=1 are some matrices having compatible dimensions,
[1]

[2]

[m]

and the matrix [A2 A2 · · · A2 ] is of FCR. Then the matrix

n
o
n
o
[1]
[1]
[1]
[m]
[m]
[m]
diag A1 , A2 , A3 · · · diag A1 , A2 , A3
h
i
h
i
[1]
[1]
[1]
[m]
[m]
[m]
B1
B2
B3
· · · B1
B2
B3

is of FCR, if and only if the following matrix has this property:

n
o
n
o
[1]
[1]
[m]
[m]
diag A1 , A3
· · · diag A1 , A3
 h
i
h
i .
[1]
[1]
[m]
[m]
B1
B3
···
B1
B3

3

NDS causality/impulse freeness


For each # = x , u, or y, define a vector #(t) as #(t) = col
#(t, i)|N
i=1 . Moreover, define matrices Du

N
and E respectively as Du =diag Du (i)|i=1 and E =diag E(i)|N
.
A∗# ,
i=1  In addition, define matrices

N
B∗ and C∗ with ∗, # = x, y, v or z respectively as A∗# = diag A∗# (i)|N
,
B
=
diag
B
(i)|
∗
∗
i=1
i=1 ,
N
C∗ = diag C∗ (i)|i=1 . With these symbols, the dynamics of all the subsystems in the NDS Σ can be
compactly represented by

 


Eδ(x(t))
Axx Axv Bx
x(t)

 


 z(t)  =  Azx Azv Bz   v(t)  .
(4)

 


y(t)

Cx Cv Du

u(t)

Assume that the NDS Σ is well-posed. Satisfaction of this assumption is essential for the NDS Σ to
work properly and is equivalent to that the matrix I − Azv Φ is invertible [16,17]. Under this assumption,
substitute (2) into the above equation. Then a lumped descriptor model can be obtained for the dynamics
of the NDS Σ of (1) and (2), that has completely the same form as that of (3). Particularly, the matrices
A, B, C and D are given by the following linear fractional transformation of the SCM Φ,
"
# "
# " #
Axv
A B
Axx Bx
−1
=
+
Φ[ I −Azv Φ ] [Azx Bz ] .
(5)
C D
Cx Du
Cv
From this lumped expression, it is clear that the models adopted in [4, 9] are its special cases. In
addition, the model given by (1) and (2) is more efficient in representing structure characteristics of a
large scale NDS, noting that the inverse of a sparse matrix is in general not sparse [11, 13, 14, 16].
While the above expressions make the conclusions of Lemma 1 in principle applicable to the verification of the causality/impulse-mode nonexistence of the NDS Σ, a direct application may meet serious
numerical difficulties, especially when the NDS under investigation is constituted from a large number of
subsystems, noting that matrix inversions are involved in (5), which are usually computationally complicated and numerically unstable with a high dimensional matrix. In addition, calculating the rank of a
high dimensional matrix is also computationally challenging, as well as checking whether or not a high
dimensional matrix is of FCR [11–13].
On the other hand, from Lemma 1, it is clear that if there are some efficient methods to verify separately
T
the condition rank ([E B]) = m and the condition that the matrix UE2
AVE2 is of FCR, then no matter
the descriptor system is of continuous time or of discrete time, the associated causality and nonexistence
of an impulse mode can be efficiently determined.
As mentioned in Section 2, causality/impulse freeness verification becomes trivial when the matrix E
is of FCR. Hence, this paper only investigates the situation in which the matrix E is not of FCR.
On the basis of Lemma 1, as well as properties of a linear fractional transformation, a computationally
efficient condition is derived respectively for the satisfaction of Conditions I and II by the NDS Σ. To
simplify expressions, n⋆ with ⋆ = x, z, v, u and y, is adopted to represent P
respectively the dimensions of
the vectors x(t), z(t), v(t), u(t) and y(t) of the NDS Σ. Obviously, n⋆ = N
i=1 n⋆ (i). In addition, ne is
PN
adopted to denote i=1 ne (i).
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Theorem 1. Let the matrices UE2 and VE2 have the same definitions as those of Lemma 1 with m and
T
n being replaced respectively by ne and nx . If the matrix UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ] is of FCR, then Condition
I is always satisfied by the NDS Σ, no matter how the subsystems are connected. Otherwise, partition
⊥
T
the matrix UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ] as
"
#
⊥
Nxx
T
UE2 [Axx VE2 Axv ] =
,
(6)
Nxv

where the matrix Nxx has nx − r rows. Then the NDS Σ satisfies Condition I, if and only if the matrix
Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv ) is of FCR.
The proof of the above theorem defers to Appendix A.
Clearly, matrix inversions of (5) are no longer required in the above condition. This is quite attractive
in large scale NDS analysis and synthesis. In addition, the matrix Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv )
depends affinely on the SCM Φ, which is helpful in NDS parameter selections and topology designs, as
well as subsystem dynamics selections, recalling that subsystem parameters can also be included in this
matrix [5, 14]. Specifically, requirements on subsystem dynamics are made clear in Section 4 using this
result, from which a causal/impulse free NDS can be constructed.
It is worthwhile to mention that a large scale NDS usually has a sparse structure [10, 15, 17]. This
implies that the dimension of the matrix Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv ) is usually significantly smaller
than that of the state vector x(t) of the NDS Σ. That is, compared with the matrix E in (4) and
the matrix A in (5), the dimensions of which are equal to ne × nx , this matrix often has a much lower
dimension. This is also very attractive from the computational viewpoint.
Note that the matrices E, Axx , Axv , Azx and Azv have a consistent block diagonal structure. This
⊥
T
means that the SVD of the matrix E, as well as the computation of the matrices UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ]
and Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv , can be calculated with each individual subsystem separately. Moreover, the
matrices Nxv and Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv are also block diagonal. These characteristics are completely
the same as those of the conditions established in [5, 14, 16] for NDS controllability/observability. This
means that the condition of Theorem 1 shares the same computational advantages with the conditions
in these studies. Specifically, computation costs for the associated matrices, that is, the matrices Nxv
and Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv , increase linearly with the subsystem number N , while those using a lumped
T
descriptor model, that is, the matrices A and UE2
AVE2 , increase in an order of at least N 3 . In addition,
the associated computations are numerically more stable. A detailed analysis can be found in [16],
together with some comparisons through numerical examples.
T
In order to guarantee that the matrix UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ] is of FCR, it is obvious that the matrix
T
UE2 Axx VE2 must have an FCR. From Theorem 1 and the consistent block diagonal structure of the
matrices E and Axx , the latter is equivalent to that each subsystem Σi with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } holds this
property when it is isolated from other subsystems. That is, for each i ∈ N , the matrix pair (E(i), Axx (i))
satisfies Condition I. On the other hand, Theorem 1 reveals that the satisfaction of Condition I by each
individual subsystem is not necessary for the satisfaction of the whole NDS Σ. That is, even if there
are some subsystems that are not causal or have an impulse mode by themselves, it is still possible to
construct an NDS Σ through topology designs that are causal/free from impulse modes.
Define a set SI as

T
SI = i UE2
(i) [Axx (i)VE2 (i) Axv (i)] is of FCR, 1 6 i 6 N .

T
Assume that the matrix UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ] is not of FCR, but the set SI is not empty. Then from
Lemma 3 and (A2), as well as the consistent block diagonal structure of the associated matrices, it can
be declared that removing all the columns associated with a subsystem Σi with i ∈ SI from the matrix Π,
which is defined by (A2), does not change the conclusions about whether or not the matrix Π is of FCR.
It can therefore be declared from the proof of Theorem 1 that the removal of these subsystem associated
columns does not alter the conclusions about the satisfaction of Condition I. On the other hand, the
removal of these columns in the matrix Π will lead to a necessary and sufficient condition with a lower
computation cost. The larger the number of the elements in the set SI is, the more the computation
costs are reduced. The details are very similar to NDS controllability/observability verification discussed
in [5, 14], and are therefore omitted.
Through investigating properties of the left null space of the matrix [E B], similar results can be
established for verifying the condition that the rank of this matrix is equal to ne .
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Theorem 2. Assume
 T that nx = ne . Let the matrix UE2 have the same definition as that of Theorem 1.
If the matrix col UE2
Bx , Bz is of full row rank (FRR), then the NDS Σ always satisfies Condition II
with m being replaced by ne . Otherwise, let [NBx NBz ] be a matrix whose rows form a base of the left
null space of the aforementioned matrix, in which the submatrix NBx has ne − r columns.
 Then the NDS
T
Σ satisfies rank ([E B]) = ne , if and only if the matrix NBz − NBx UE2
Axv + NBz Azv Φ is of FRR.
The proof of the above theorem is provided in Appendix A.
From the consistent block diagonal structure of the associated matrices, it is clear that the condition of
Theorem 2 has the same computational advantages as that of Theorem 1 in NDS analysis and synthesis.
Theorems 1 and 2 also make it clear that their condition associated matrices depend affinely on the
SCM Φ. From this observation, it can be proved using arguments similar to those of [3, 17] that both
Conditions I and II are generic properties of the NDS Σ. That is, rather than the numerical value of
the SCM Φ, it is the positions of its nonzero elements that determine whether or not the conditions
of these two theorems are satisfied. In addition, a graph-based algorithm can be developed using the
matroid theory for their verifications under some specific situations, which is numerically quite efficient
and stable. The details are omitted owing to space consideration.
Define a set SII as

 T
SII = i col UE2
(i)Bx (i), Bz (i) is of FRR, 1 6 i 6 N .

When this set is not empty, similar arguments as those for Theorem 1 show that the removal of all the
rows in the counterpart matrix of the matrix Π that are associated with a subsystem indexed by an
element of this set, does not alter the conclusion about the satisfaction of Condition II, but this removal
can reduce computation costs
Condition II verifications.
 in
T
T
Note that the matrix col UE2
Bx , Bz is of FRR only when the matrix UE2
Bx holds this property.
From the consistent block diagonal structure of the matrices E and Bx , as well as the proof of Theorem 2,
the latter is equivalent to that for each i ∈ N , rank ([E(i) Bx (i)]) = ne (i), in which ne (i) stands for the
number of the rows of the matrix E(i) in the i-th subsystem Σi . In addition, Theorem 2 also makes it
clear that this condition is not necessary for the whole NDS Σ to meet the requirement rank ([E B]) = ne .
Once again, this implies that even if there are some subsystems that are not causal, it is still possible to
build a causal NDS Σ through selecting appropriate subsystem connections.
It is clear from Lemma 1 that in order to guarantee that the NDS of (1) and (2) is causal/impulse
PN
PN
free, it is necessary that ne > nx , that is,
i=1 ne (i) >
i=1 nx (i). However, this is not equivalent
to ne (i) > nx (i) for each i ∈ N . In other words, a subsystem is not necessarily required to meet the
dimension requirement in guaranteeing the causality/impulse freeness of the whole system.
For each i ∈ N , let


n
o
r(i)
diag σEj (i)|j=1
0r(i)×[nx (i)−r(i)]
 VET (i)
E(i) = UE (i) 
0[ne (i)−r(i)]×r(i) 0[ne (i)−r(i)]×[nx (i)−r(i)]
be the SVD of the matrix E(i). Moreover, divide the matrices UE (i) and VE (i) respectively as
UE (i) = [UE1 (i) UE2 (i)] ,

VE (i) = [VE1 (i) VE2 (i)] ,

where UE1 (i) ∈ Rne (i)×r(i) , UE2 (i) ∈ Rne (i)×[ne (i)−r(i)] , VE1 (i) ∈ Rnx (i)×r(i) and VE2 (i) ∈ Rnx (i)×[nx (i)−r(i)] .
When the matrix E(i) is of FRR that is equivalent to r(i) = ne (i), the matrix UE2 (i) vanishes. On the
other hand, if the matrix E(i) is of FCR that leads to r(i) = nx (i), then the matrix VE2 (i) vanishes.
From Theorems 1 and 2, as well as the consistent block diagonal structure of the associated matrices, the
following results can be straightforwardly obtained. Their proof is omitted owing to its obviousness.
Corollary 1. Assume that the dynamics of an NDS is described by (1) and (2).
T
• If for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, the matrix E(i) is of FRR or the matrix UE2
(i) [Axx (i)VE2 (i) Axv (i)]
is of FCR, then the NDS Σ always satisfies Condition I,no matter how its subsystems are connected.
T
• If for an arbitrary i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, the matrix col UE2
(i)Bx (i), Bz (i) is of FRR, then the NDS
Σ always satisfies Condition II, no matter how its subsystems are connected.
Note that the above conditions are imposed on each individual subsystem independently. This means
that there exist some kinds of plants which always form a causal/impulse free NDS, no matter how
these plants are connected to each other. These characteristics are quite important in some real world
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problems. For example, in a system consisting of several autonomous agents, connections among these
agents may need to be adjusted according to working situations, and/or may be difficult to predict in
practice [15, 17].

4

Decentralized causal/impulse free constructibility

In Section 3, some necessary/sufficient conditions have been derived for the causality/impulse freeness of
an NDS that depends affinely on its subsystem interactions. These results are meaningful in analyzing a
constructed NDS. But except the selection of the SCM Φ, they cannot yet be directly utilized in building
a causal/impulse free NDS. In this section, requirements are investigated for a subsystem on the basis
of these conditions, from which a causal/impulse free NDS can be built. As in Section 3, we once again
study separately the satisfaction of Conditions I and II.
T
From Corollary 1, it is clear that Condition I is always satisfied when the matrix UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ]
is of
FCR
which
is
equivalent
to
S
=
N
,
while
Condition
II
is
always
satisfied
when
the matrix
I
 T
col UE2
Bx , Bz is of FRR which is equivalent to SII = N . That is, these two situations are trivial
for studying the aforementioned subsystem requirement problem. The following two assumptions are
therefore adopted throughout the remaining of this section:
T
• The matrix UE2
[ATxx VE2 Axv ] is not of FCR
• The matrix col UE2
Bx , Bz is not of FRR.
The following properties of the sets SI and SII , which are defined in Section 3, are very helpful in deriving
conditions for the constructibility of a causal/impulse free NDS from a descriptor form subsystem.
Lemma 4. Assume that both sets SI and SII are not empty.
T
T
• If i ∈ SI , then the matrix col{UE2
(i)Axx (i), VE1
(i)} is of FCR.
• If i ∈ SII , then the matrix [UE1 (i) Bx (i)] is of FRR.
T
Proof. From the definition of the set SI , we have that if i ∈ SI , then the matrix UE2
(i)[Axx(i)VE2 (i) Axv (i)]
T
is of FCR, which implies that the matrix UE2 (i)Axx (i)VE2 (i) is also of FCR. The latter is equivalent to
\
T
null UE2
(i)Axx (i)
span (VE2 (i)) = {0}.
(7)

Recall that VE (i) = [VE1(i) VE2 (i)] is an orthogonal matrix. It is straightforward to show that
T
T
T
span (VE2 (i)) = null VE1
(i)Axx (i))
(i) . Substitute this relation into (7), we have that null(UE2
T
T
T
null(VE1
(i)) = {0}, which is equivalent to that the matrix col{UE2
(i)Axx (i), VE1
(i)} is of FCR.
On the basis that the matrix UE (i) = [UE1 (i) UE2 (i)] is an orthogonal matrix, the second conclusion
can be proven similarly. The details are omitted owing to their close similarities.
From these results, some necessary and sufficient conditions are established for the existence of an
SCM Φ, such that the associated NDS Σ of (1) and (2) is causal/impulse free.
Definition 2. The NDS Σ of (1) and (2) is called causality/impulse freeness constructible, if there
exists an SCM Φ such that the corresponding NDS Σ is causal/impulse free.
Recall that causality is important for a discrete time descriptor system to work properly, while impulse
modes are not greatly appreciated in a continuous time descriptor system. It is therefore essential that
in the first stage of an NDS design, that is, in its subsystem selections and/or designs, the existence of
some subsystem interactions can be guaranteed to some extent that lead to a causal/impulse free NDS.
In other words, causality/impulse freeness constructibility must in general be taken into account in NDS
designs, meaning that desirable subsystems should lead to a causal/impulse free NDS. The following
analyses make it clear that this requirement is essentially an independent condition on each individual
subsystem.
In descriptor system analysis and synthesis, a well established concept is causality/impulse controllability [4, 7, 8]. Specifically, a descriptor system is called causality/impulse controllable, if there exists a
feedback such that the closed-loop system is causal/impulse free. When an NDS is under investigation,
both subsystem interactions and local feedbacks can be utilized to make it causal/impulse free. While
subsystem interactions can be regarded as a special kind of feedbacks, their capabilities are restricted
by subsystem dynamics. On the other hand, different from causality/impulse controllability in which
system matrices depend affinely on the feedback gain matrix, subsystem interactions generally lead to
a nonlinear dependence of the associated lumped system matrices on the SCM Φ, which is given in (5)
and significantly increases difficulties and complexities in deriving conditions for a satisfaction of the
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causality/impulse freeness requirement. It therefore appears more appropriate to use a different concept
to clarify these differences.
Theorem 3. There exists an SCM Φ, such that Condition I is satisfied by the NDS Σ, if and only if
T
T
for each i 6∈ SI , the matrix col UE2
(i)Axx (i), Azx (i), VE1
(i) is of FCR.
Similarly, the following results can be derived for Condition II.
Theorem 4. There exists an SCM Φ, such that Condition II with m being replaced by ne is satisfied
by the NDS Σ, if and only if for each i 6∈ SII , the matrix [UE1 (i), Axv (i), Bx (i)] is of FRR.
It is worthwhile to emphasize that for a discrete time descriptor system to be causal, Conditions I and
II must be simultaneously satisfied, together with a dimension requirement and a regularity requirement.
On the other hand, separate satisfaction of the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4 does not imply the
existence of an SCM Φ that meets simultaneously these two conditions. In other words, these two
theorems generally only give a necessary condition on a discrete time descriptor form subsystem, from
which a causal NDS can be constructed. This is different from that about a continuous time descriptor
form subsystem, for which Theorem 3 provides a necessary and sufficient condition for constructing an
impulse free NDS, provided that the dimension condition ne > nx is satisfied which can be simply and
directly verified. On the other hand, Section 3 and Ref. [14] have made it clear that there are some
situations under which the regularity of an NDS and its satisfaction of Condition I/II do not depend on
the SCM Φ. Under these situations, the conditions of Theorem 3 or Theorem 4 become both necessary
and sufficient for the existence of an SCM Φ that makes the discrete time NDS causal.
These remarks remain valid for the following Corollaries 2 and 3.
When a descriptor system is not causal/impulse free, it is usually hoped to make it reach this property
through introducing some static feedbacks [1, 2, 4]. If an NDS is constituted from a large number of
descriptor subsystems, lumped feedbacks usually lead to prohibitive hardware and high communication
costs, etc., and are therefore not widely appreciated. A much more feasible and extensively appreciative
approach is to use local feedbacks, which is usually called decentralized control [4,9,10,15]. To investigate
this possibility for a descriptor form NDS, the following concept is introduced.
Definition 3. The NDS Σ of (1) and (2) is called causality/impulse freeness constructible through a
decentralized static output feedback, if there exist an SCM Φ and a constant real matrix F (i) for each
i ∈ N , such that the following local control law:
u(t, i) = F (i) [y(t, i) + γ(t, i)]

(8)

makes the overall closed-loopsystem, that is, the system with its input and output vectors respectively
N
being col γ(t, i)|N
i=1 and col y(t, i)|i=1 , causal/impulse free.
Obviously, this definition includes the local static state feedback as a special case, noting that the above
feedback vanishes to the static state feedback u(t, i) = F (i) [x(t, i) + γ(t, i)], provided that the matrices
Cx (i), Cv (i) and Du (i) are respectively set as Cx (i) = Inx (i) , Cv (i) = 0nx (i)×nv (i) and Du (i) = 0nx (i)×nu (i) .
Define a matrix F as F = diag{F (i)|N
i=1}. Then the feedback law of (8) can be compactly rewritten as
u(t) = F [y(t) + γ(t)] ,

(9)

where γ(t) = col{γ(t, i)|N
i=1}. By substituting this relation into (4), direct algebraic manipulations show
that
u(t) = (Inu − F Du )−1 F [Cx x(t) + Cv v(t) + γ(t)] .
(10)
Moreover, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as


 
  



Eδ(x(t))
A
A
0
B
x(t)


xx
xv
n
×n
x
e
y
h
i 

 
  

 z(t)  =  Azx Azv 0n ×n  +  Bz  (Inu − F Du )−1 F Cx Cv In
 v(t)  .
z
y
y

 
  





 C C 0
 γ(t)
y(t)
Du
x
v
ny ×ny

(11)

To investigate decentralized causal/impulse free constructibility, define sets DI and DII respectively as

 T
T
DI = i col UE2
(i)Axx (i), Azx (i), VE1
(i) is not of FCR, 1 6 i 6 N ,
DII = {i |[UE1 (i), Axv (i), Bx (i)] is not of FRR, 1 6 i 6 N } .

On the basis of the relation of (11), the following conclusion can be derived for the decentralized
causal/impulse free constructibility of the NDS Σ.
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Corollary 2. Assume that the set DI is not empty. Then there exist a decentralized static output
feedback of (8) and an SCM Φ, such that the corresponding
Σ described by (1) and (2) satisfies
 NDS
T
T
Condition I, if and only if for each i ∈ DI , the matrix col UE2
(i)Axx (i), Azx (i), Cx (i), VE1
(i) is of
FCR.
 T
T
Note
E2 (i)Axx (i), Azx (i), VE1 (i) is of FCR, it is certain that the matrix
 T that when the matrix col UT
col UE2 (i)Axx (i), Azx (i), Cx (i), VE1 (i) is of FCR, also. The contrary, however, is in general not true.
This means that local static output feedbacks are usually helpful in transforming a continuous time NDS
from having an impulse mode to impulse free. In addition, this kind of feedbacks is in general also helpful
in transforming a discrete time NDS from non-causal to causal, provided that its non-causality is resulted
from the violation of Condition I.
The following results, however, reveal that when Condition II is violated, causality of a discrete time
NDS cannot be achieved through this kind of feedbacks.
Corollary 3. Assume that the set DII is not empty. Then there does not exist any decentralized static
output feedbacks of (8), such that the corresponding NDS Σ described by (1) and (2) satisfies Condition
II through appropriately selecting an SCM Φ.
The above corollary makes it clear that if there is a subsystem Σi whose system matrices do not meet
the requirement that [UE1 (i), Axv (i), Bx (i)] is of FRR, then in order to construct a causal NDS, the only
option is to modify its system matrices E(i) and/or Axv (i) and/or Bx (i) through adjusting its dynamics,
which may be realized through modifying its first principle parameters, and/or changing its actuators,
etc.
From (1), it is clear that matrices Bx (i) and Cx (i) are respectively determined by the actuators and
sensors of the i-th subsystem Σi . It can therefore be declared that Corollaries 2 and 3 are also helpful
in NDS actuator/sensor placement, which is also a quite important issue in designing a large scale
NDS [10, 15, 17].

5

Concluding remarks

Through adopting the NDS model of [14] that clearly distinguishes subsystem dynamics and subsystem
interactions, as well as analyzing the structure of the null space of the associated matrix, a matrix
rank-based necessary and sufficient condition is derived in this paper for the causality/impulse mode
freeness of a descriptor system that is constituted from several descriptor form subsystems. This condition
successfully avoids utilizing a lumped NDS model in which matrix inversions are required, and clarifies
situations in which NDS causality/impulse mode freeness is completely and independently determined
by the dynamics of each individual subsystem. In addition, the associated matrix in this condition
depends affinely on subsystem connections, which is helpful in system parameter selections and topology
designs. A prominent characteristic of this condition is that all the involved numerical computations are
performed independently on each individual subsystem. This property is quite attractive for large scale
NDS analysis and synthesis, in which both computation costs and numerical stability are essential issues.
This condition also makes it clear that NDS causality/impulse freeness is a generic property, meaning
that they are almost completely determined by the nonzero element positions of its subsystem connection
matrix, which can lead to an efficient graph-based verification procedure.
In addition, requirements have also been made clear on each descriptor form subsystem, such that a
causal/impulse free NDS can be constructed through their interactions. These requirements reveal that
a subsystem needs not to be causal/impulse free in constructing a causal/impulse free NDS. It has been
shown that a local static output feedback is in general helpful in transforming an NDS from having an
impulse mode to impulse free, but there exist some situations under which this feedback is not effective
in converting a non-causal NDS into causal. These results are also helpful in NDS actuator/sensor
placement.
However, some further efforts are still required to find a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of an SCM Φ, such that the associated NDS satisfies simultaneously Conditions I and II. As a
further topic, it is interesting to see possibilities of developing a method that constructs a causal/impulse
free NDS through appropriately selecting subsystem interactions and local output feedbacks, as well as
developing a numerically more efficient method for the verification of the conditions of Theorems 1 and
2 that explicitly utilizes the block diagonal structure of the associated matrices.
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Appendix A

Proof of some technical results

Proof of Theorem 1.

For brevity, define matrices Ω and Π respectively as
h
i
T
Ω = UE2
Axx + Axv Φ (I − Azv Φ)−1 Azx VE2 ,


T
U T Axx VE2 UE2
Axv
.
Π =  E2
−ΦAzx VE2 I − ΦAzv

(A1)
(A2)

From Lemma 1 and (5), we have that Condition I is satisfied by the NDS Σ, if and only if the matrix Ω is of FCR. The latter is
equivalent to that
Ωα = 0,
(A3)
if and only if α = 0.
Let α be an arbitrary vector satisfying (A3). Define a vector β as β = (I − ΦAzv )−1 ΦAzx VE2 α. Note that when the matrix
I − Azv Φ is invertible, the matrix I − ΦAzv is also invertible. Moreover, (I − ΦAzv )−1 Φ = Φ (I − Azv Φ)−1 . From these
observations, it can be claimed that the vector col {α, β} is a solution to the following equation:


Π

α
β



 = 0.

(A4)

Note that when α 6= 0, the vector col {α, β} is also not equal to zero. This means that if the matrix Ω is not of FCR, then the
matrix Π is certainly not of FCR, also.
On the contrary, assume that the matrix Π is not of FCR. Then there is a nonzero vector col {α, β} satisfying (A4) with
the sub-vectors α and β having compatible dimensions. Obviously β = (I − ΦAzv )−1 ΦAzx VE2 α, which implies that α 6= 0. In
addition, this nonzero vector α also satisfies (A3). It can therefore be declared that if the matrix Π is not of FCR, then the matrix
Ω is certainly not of FCR.
These arguments mean that the matrix Ω is of FCR, if and only if the matrix Π is of FCR.
T
Obviously, if the matrix UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ] is of FCR, then the matrix Π is always of FCR, no matter what value the SCM Φ
takes. This means that Condition I is always satisfied by the NDS Σ, no matter how its subsystems are connected.
T
In the remaining of this proof, it is assumed that the matrix UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ] is not of FCR, which means that the matrix
T
(UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ])⊥ is not a zero matrix.
Assume that the matrix Π is not of FCR. Then there exists a nonzero vector ξ such that Πξ = 0. From the definition of the
T
matrix Π, it is obvious that UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ] ξ = 0. That is, this vector ξ must belong to the right null space of the matrix
T
UE2
[Axx VE2 Axv ], which means that there is a nonzero vector ζ satisfying


ξ=

Nxx
Nxv



 ζ.

(A5)
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We therefore have that



Πξ = 

0
[Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv )] ζ



(A6)

.

Hence
[Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv )] ζ = 0.

(A7)

As ζ is a nonzero vector, this means that the matrix Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv ) is not of FCR.
On the contrary, assume that the matrix Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv ) is not of FCR. Then there is a nonzero vector ζ
T
T T
satisfying [Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv )] ζ = 0. Define a vector ξ as ξ = [Nxx
Nxv
] ζ. Then ξ 6= 0 and Πξ = 0. Hence, the
matrix Π is also not of FCR.
T
These observations imply that when the matrix UE2 [Axx VE2 Axv ] is not of FCR, the matrix Π is of FCR, if and only if the
matrix Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv ) is.
The proof can now be completed by recalling that Condition I is satisfied by the NDS Σ, if and only if the matrix Ω is of FCR.
Proof of Theorem 2. Obviously, the condition rank ([E B]) = ne is equivalent to that the matrix [E B] is of FRR.
Let α be an arbitrary nonzero nx − r dimensional row vector. According to the definition of the matrix UE2 , it is obvious that
T
αUE2
6= 0. On the other hand, direct matrix multiplications show that
h
i
T
T
αUE2 [E B] = 0 αUE2 B .

(A8)

T
This implies that if the matrix [E B] is of FRR, then the matrix UE2
B is also of FRR.
T
On the contrary, assume that the matrix UE2
B is of FRR. Let ξ be an arbitrary nonzero row vector satisfying ξE = 0. From
the SVD of the matrix E, we have that

T
.
(A9)
ξE = ξUE1 diag σEi |ri=1 VE1

As the matrix VE1 is of FCR and σEi > 0 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r, it is straightforward to prove that ξE = 0 if and only if there is
T
a vector α such that ξ = αUE2
. Moreover, α 6= 0 whenever ξ 6= 0, noting that the matrix UE2 is also of FCR. Hence
h
i
T
ξ [E B] = 0 αUE2
B 6= 0.

(A10)

This means that the matrix [E B] is also of FRR, noting that any nonzero vector ξ satisfying ξE 6= 0 certainly satisfies ξ [E B] 6= 0.
T
It can therefore be declared that the matrix [E B] is of FRR, if and only if the matrix UE2
B is.
Note that a matrix is of FRR if and only if its transpose is of FCR. On the other hand, recall from (5) that B = Bx +
Axv Φ (I − Azv Φ)−1 Bz . Conclusion of this theorem can be established using similar arguments as those in the proof of Theorem 1,
T
T
noting that the matrix (UE2
B)T has completely the same form as the matrix UE2
AVE2 there. The details are omitted owing to
their close similarities.
T
Proof of Theorem 3. When the matrix UE2 [Axx VE2 Axv ] is not of FCR, its null space contains nonzero vectors. This
means that the matrix constituted from a base of its null space, that is, the matrix col{Nxx , Nxv }, is not a zero matrix. Note that



Nxv
Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv





=

0

I

Azx VE2 Azv




Nxx
Nxv



.

(A11)

It can be declared from Lemma 2 that there exists a matrix Φ, such that the matrix Nxv − Φ (Azx VE2 Nxx + Azv Nxv ) is of FCR,
if and only if the matrix [
to

0

I

Azx VE2 Azv

][

Nxx
Nxv

] is of FCR. Recall that the matrix col{Nxx , Nxv } is of FCR. The latter is equivalent



null 

0

I

Azx VE2 Azv




\



span 

Nxx
Nxv



 = {0} .

(A12)

On the other hand, from the definitions of the matrices Nxx and Nxv , it is obvious that


span 

Nxx
Nxv




h
i
T
 = null UE2
.
Axx VE2 Axv

(A13)

This implies that the condition of (A12) can be equivalently expressed as that the following matrix is of FCR:




which is further equivalent to that the matrix [

0

I

Azx VE2

Azv

T
UE2
Axx VE2

T
UE2
Axv

Azx
T A
UE2
xx




,


(A14)

]VE2 is of FCR.

T
Recall that VE = [VE1 VE2 ] is an orthogonal matrix. It can be straightforwardly shown that span (VE2 ) = null(VE1
). Through

similar arguments as those of (A12)–(A14), it can be shown that the matrix [
T
UE2
Axx ,

T
VE1
}

Azx
T A
UE2
xx

]VE2 is of FCR, if and only if the matrix

col{Azx ,
has this property.
T
T
From Lemma 4, we have that for each i ∈ SI , the matrix col{UE2
(i)Axx (i), VE1
(i)} is of FCR, which means that the matrix
T
T
col{Azx (i), UE2
(i)Axx (i), VE1
(i)} is also of FCR.
The proof can now be completed through Lemma 3 using the consistent block diagonal structure of the matrices Axx , Azx , VE1
and UE2 .
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Proof of Theorem 4. Note that a matrix is of FRR if and only if its transpose is FCR, and vice versa. It can therefore be
T
declared from Lemma 2 that there exists a matrix Φ, such that the matrix NBz − (NBx UE2
Axv + NBz Azv )Φ is of FRR, if and
T
only if the matrix [NBz NBx UE2
Axv + NBz Azv] is of FRR.

From its definition, the matrix [NBx NBz] is obviously of FRR. Moreover,

h

T
NBz NBx UE2
Axv

+ NBz Azv

i

=

h

NBx NBz

i




T
0 UE2
Axv

I

Azv



.

T
Hence, the matrix [NBz NBx UE2
Axv + NBz Azv] is of FRR, if and only if



null 

T
0 UE2
Axv

I

T 
 

Azv

\



span 

T
NBx
T
NBz



 = {0} .

(A15)

T
Recall that the row vectors of the matrix [NBx NBz ] form a base of the left null space of the matrix col{UE2
Bx , Bz }. It is
not difficult to see that



T 
NT
UT B
 = null  E2 x   .
span  Bx
(A16)
T
NBz
Bz

Hence, the condition of (A15) is equivalent to that the following matrix is of FRR:



T
T
0 UE2
Axv UE2
Bx

I

Azv

Bz



.

T
The latter is obviously equal to that the matrix UE2
[ Axv Bx ] is of FRR, which is further equivalent to

null

h

Axv Bx

iT  \

span (UE2 ) = {0}

(A17)

as the matrix UE2 is of FCR from its definition.
T
Note that UE = [UE1 UE2 ] is an orthogonal matrix. Straightforward matrix operations show that span (UE2 ) = null(UE1
).
T
Hence, the matrix UE2
[ Axv Bx ] is of FRR, if and only if the matrix [ UE1 Axv Bx ] holds such a characteristic. As the matrices

Axv , Bx and UE1 are consistently block diagonal, it can be claimed directly from Lemma 3 that the matrix [ UE1 Axv Bx ] is of
FRR, if and only if for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, the matrix [ UE1 (i) Axv (i) Bx (i) ] meets this requirement.
The proof can now be completed using Lemma 4.
Proof of Corollary 2. From the proof of Theorem 3, it is clear that there exists an SCM Φ, such that the NDS described by
(11) and (2) satisfies Condition I, if and only if the matrix



Azx + Bz (Inu − F Du )−1 F Cx
 T

 U [Axx + Bx (In − F Du )−1 F Cx ] 
u
 E2

T
VE1

(A18)

is of FCR. Note that all the matrices in the above expression, that is, Axx , Azx , Bx , F and UE2 , etc., have a consistent block
diagonal structure. It is not difficult to understand that the matrix of (A18) is of FCR, if and only if for each i ∈ N , the following
matrix holds this property:



Azx (i) + Bz (i) (I − F (i)Du (i))−1 F (i)Cx (i)
 T

U (i)[Axx (i)+Bx (i) (I −F (i)Du (i))−1 F (i)Cx (i)]
 E2

T
VE1
(i)

 

Bz (i)
Azx (i)
 T
  T

−1
 

=
F (i)Cx (i),
UE2 (i)Axx (i) + UE2 (i)Bx (i) (I − F (i)Du (i))
T
VE1 (i)
0

(A19)

where the dimension of the identity matrix is equal to nu (i). This dimension is omitted to simplify the expressions.
Assume now that i 6∈ DI . Then according to the definition of the set DI , it is obvious that F (i) = 0nu (i)×ny (i) makes the left
hand side matrix of (A19) have an FCR.
When i ∈ DI , using similar arguments as those in the proof of Theorem 1, it can be proven that the matrix in the right hand
side of (A19) is of FCR, if and only if the following matrix is:



Azx (i)
Bz (i)


U T (i)A (i) U T (i)B (i) 
xx
x
 E2

E2

.
T


VE1
(i)
0


−F (i)Cx (i) I − F (i)Du (i)

(A20)
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T
T
On the other hand, from the definition of the set DI , we have that the matrix col{UE2
(i)Axx (i), Azx (i), VE1
(i)} is not of FCR.
It can therefore be declared that the following matrix:




Azx (i)
Bz (i)
 T

U (i)Axx (i) U T (i)Bx (i)
E2
 E2

T
VE1
(i)
0

(A21)

is not of FCR, also, which means that the right null space of this matrix contains a nonzero vector. That is, the matrix
⊥
Azx (i)
Bz (i)
 T

T
U (i)Axx (i) U (i)Bx (i)
E2
 E2

T
VE1 (i)
0


is not equal to a zero matrix. Partition it as
⊥


Azx (i)
Bz (i)


U T (i)Axx (i) U T (i)Bx (i) = Nx (i) ,
E2
 E2

Nu (i)
T
VE1
(i)
0


(A22)

where the matrices Nx (i) and Nu (i) have respectively nx (i) and nu (i) rows. Then, it can be straightforwardly shown that the
Nx (i)
]
Nu (i)

matrix of (A20) is of FCR, if and only if the matrix [−F (i)Cx (i) I − F (i)Du (i)] [

is of FCR.

Note that


Nx (i)

[−F (i)Cx (i) I − F (i)Du (i)] 
Nu (i)

= Nu (i) − F (i)[Cx (i)Nx (i) + Du (i)Nu (i)].

(A23)

It can therefore be declared from Lemma 2 that there exists an F (i), such that the matrix of (A20) is of FCR, if and only if the
Nu (i)
]
Cx (i)Nx (i) + Du (i)Nu (i)

matrix [

is of FCR.

On the other hand, note that the matrix col{Nx (i), Nu (i)} is of FCR from its definition. Moreover,





C (i)Nx (i) + Du (i)Nu (i)
C (i) Du (i) Nx (i)
 x
= x

.
Nu (i)
0
I
Nu (i)
We therefore have that the left hand side matrix in the above equality is of FCR, if and only if




\
Cx (i) Du (i)
Nx (i)

 = {0}.
null 
span 
0
I
Nu (i)

(A24)

On the basis of (A22), direct matrix operations show that the condition of (A24) is equivalent to that the matrix



Azx (i)
Bz (i)
 T

T
UE2 (i)Axx (i) UE2 (i)Bx (i)




T


VE1 (i)
0




Cx (i)
Du (i)


0

I

T
T
is of FCR, which is further equivalent to that the matrix col{UE2
(i)Axx (i), Azx (i), Cx (i), VE1
(i)} is of FCR.
Proof of Corollary 3. Equation (11), together with the proof of Theorem 4, makes it clear that in order to guarantee the
existence of an SCM Φ, such that Condition II is satisfied by the NDS of (1), (2) and (8), it is necessary and sufficient that the
matrix [UE1 Axv +Bx (Inu −F Du )−1F Cv Bx (Inu −F Du )−1F ] is of FRR. This is equivalent to that the matrix








−1
T T
T T
T
AT
Inu − Du
F
Bx
xv + Cv F

−1
T T
T
F T Inu − Du
F
Bx
T
UE1







(A25)

is of FCR. Once again, note that all the matrices in the above expression, that is, Axv , Cv , Bx , Du , F and UE1 , have a consistent
block diagonal structure. It is easy to see that the matrix in (A25) is of FCR, if and only if for each i ∈ N , the following matrix
has this property:








−1
T
T
T
T
T
AT
Bx
(i)
xv (i) + Cv (i)F (i) Inu (i) − Du (i)F (i)


−1

T
T

F T (i) Inu (i) − Du
(i)F T (i)
Bx

T
UE1
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AT
xv (i)

 
 
=
0ny (i)×ne (i) + 
T
UE1
(i)

CvT (i)
Iny (i)
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−1

T
T
 In (i) − F T (i)DT (i)
F (i)Bx (i).
u
y


(A26)

0r(i)×ny (i)

Note that when the matrix [UE1 (i) Axv (i) Bx (i)] is not of FRR, it is certain that the matrix [UE1 (i) Axv (i)] is also not of
FRR, which further means that the transpose of the latter is not of FCR. This implies that if i ∈ DII , then the following matrix is
certainly not of FCR:


AT
xv (i)

0
 ny (i)×ne (i)
T
UE1
(i)

CvT (i)

Iny (i)


.


0r(i)×ny (i)

In addition, note that the right hand side of (A26) has completely the same form as that of (A19). Similar arguments as those
in the proof of Corollary 2 show that there exists a matrix F (i) with i ∈ DII , such that the left hand side matrix of (A26) is
T
T
of FCR, if and only if the matrix col{AT
xv (i), 0ny (i)×ne (i) , UE1 (i), Bx (i)} is of FCR, which is equivalent to that the matrix
[UE1 (i), Axv (i), Bx (i)] is of FRR. The latter is clearly a contradiction to the assumption that i ∈ DII , and implies that when the
set DII is not empty, the static feedback of (8) is not helpful in constructing an NDS satisfying Condition II.

